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Automatic generation of news is a thing that can be currently done only in very simple cases.
However, perhaps far more importantly, algorithmic curation, the automatic selection, organizing
and presenting, of news is already an existing thing that affects in important ways how the public
view the news [1]. Popular social media sites, such as Twitter and Facebook, use algorithms to
determine what content they show to their individual users and this content is often news. For
example a study published in 2010 found that over 85 percent of trending topics on Twitter were
news in nature [2].
There is somewhat conflicting research about how well users of social media understand that their
news feed is automatically curated. One study from 2015 found that over 60 percent of Facebook
users were unaware that their news feed was curated [3]. Other study from the same year but this
number to only 8 percent [1]. What can be said is that at least a significant number of social media
users do not realize that an algorithm is selecting and presenting their news. Also, those users, that
understand that their news feed is determined by an algorithm, have very much differing theories of
how the algorithm works [1].
Power to determine the algorithm that decides what news people read can be great power indeed,
and so is understanding such algorithms. However algorithms such as those for automatic news
generation tend to be very complicated and often secret [4]. There are good reasons for secrecy
about news algorithms. Of course newspapers are usually private firms that want to protected their
intellectual property. A completely open algorithm might also make manipulation and gaming of
system easier. Thus algorithms are often black boxes whose inner workings are a mystery. A secret
algorithm still has input and output and if those are known the algorithm can at least in theory be
reverse engineered. Reverse engineering is easiest if both input, the source data, and output are
known and the input can be freely manipulated. Often however the source data is at least partially
secret and can’t be controlled. This obviously makes reverse engineering more difficult and may for
example require interviewing insiders to find out about the input. Algorithms can also change or
have some randomness built in to them, and this can increase the difficulty of reverse engineering
the algorithm. Algorithm need not be fully understood to make meaningful statements about it.
Statistical analysis can reveal correlations between input and date. This should however be done
carefully because correlation does not imply causation.
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